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Introduction 

It is the end of the week but a lot of work still has to be done as a lot of developed countries are using as 

many tactics as possible to slow down the discussions on various fronts. However we are very much 

looking forward to tomorrow’s march for social justice and climate action!  

In COP, more and more meeting are being closed meetings. So it is getting harder and harder for us to 

gather information. 

 

Please don’t forget if you have any questions to email us or tweet at us if you want updates on anything 

or if you have questions at the COP. Also please give us positive and negative feedback or suggestions 

about this newsletter :)  

@greenanton (market mechanisms, Intergenerational Equity), @Shenna_nigan (Philippines, finance), 

@AnnaKoppanen (mitigation) and @maximilien_gw (loss & damage). 

Today’s issues Covered  

 Loss & Damage 

 Human Rights violation in the Clean Development Mechanism 

 Mitigation 

 Australia 

 Brazil 

 Proposal of G77/china 

 Ad hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action 

 Japan 

 Markets 

 Greens in the European Parliament Debate on Citizen`s Energy: Future of Poland 

  

Loss & Damage 
Not much has been happening today around this issue. As mentioned in yesterday’s newsletter, the US 

has submitted an alternative text as a base for discussion so the Loss & Damage co-chairs have been 

spending  the day trying to create a third text which will include common elements. As meetings are 

closed to observers we are being kept in the dark but the G77-China group has organised a briefing 



meeting for Civil Society which we attended. Unfortunately the details are off the record but a useful 

thought that was raised is to think of slow-onset events (which is the main reason for wanting a different 

working body than the adaptation group to work on Loss & Damage) as ‘silent disasters’ in order to call 

things for what they really are. Our working group on Loss & Damage has been working on developing an 

action around the topic  and is preparing a speech for our intervention at the SBI , the track responsible 

for the implementation of decisions, under which comes loss & damage, as it will have its closing 

meeting tomorrow (it will even open the meeting!).  

 

Human Rights violation in the Clean Development Mechanism 
In the SBI agenda are some point are related to CDM. As above mentioned, it will close tomorrow. This 

also means, it is the last day for a draft, to reform the Clean Development Mechanism and Joint 

Implementation, which are the both mechanisms under the Kyoto-Protocol allowing developed nations 

to reduce their emission non-domestically. 

One of the main problems of the mechanisms are the often happening violation of Human Rights. 

Three examples: 

A coal project in Adanis Mundra in India: In this region, there is a 1320 MW coal fired power plant. The 

company promised to avoid CO2-emissions. In the end this  violated Environmental and National Law, 

there was no monitoring for air pollution. Another negative impact was the destruction of mangroves, 

which was clearly prohibited in the guidelines of the project. 

Salsan Power Project, also India: It was about land acquisition. The company made false promises of very 

high compensations. Other promises were: education, Health Care and livelihood creations. It ended in 

illegal acquisition of land, residential colonies without basic facilities and no separate consultation 

indigenous communities. 

Hydro-electric project in Panama: From the beginning on, there has been great protest from outside 

against it. Local communities were never mentioned in project design document, what it normally has to 

do. Also  interviews took place but the reports addresses consultations with Local-indigenous 

communities. The report concluded that major local groups were contacted. This never happened. The 

project has been approved and many people had to move away. 

The mitigation, the Clean Development Mechanism aims at, does not cause harm. The problems are 

others. CDM requires criteria for sustainable development, which should include e.g. environmental 

protection..  Also the appeals procedure caused a lot of discussions. If a project happens, the national 

level is responsible for Human Rights, but as it is a project from an international level, local communities 

cannot object to the national level, so they can not appeal. there is no recourse on this at the 

international level. The topic was on agenda for this session, but it has been postponed to the next 

session.  



Stakeholder participation is happening at its lowest level and does not take place at the ground,we can 

only make statements. The new text requests to withdrawing letters of approval, if there are violations 

to any law. Currently once a project is approved, it can not be rejected.  

Furthermore the rules for the Designated Point of Authority, the DNA, need to be clarified. This person is 

responsible for the approval of the project. It is always based in the country, where the project takes 

place. 

There is also a need to outline the responsibilities of DNAs and DNAs may need to build capacities. If the 

DNA are not able to evaluate a project, they should not send letter of approval.  

The “final product” should to go to everyone who is involved with the process and the civil society 

should be able to send a representative to CDM board. 

To conclude: The SBI needs to address Human Rights and all procedures and modalities of the CDM! 

 

Mitigation 
The mitigation working group has been mainly involved with planning an action on carbon budget. The 

parties were consulted on Workstream 2 (pre-2020 ambition) for their view on how to move forward. 

There was quite a lot concrete suggestions in the discussion also big contradictions. WS2 is seen as the 

stepping stone on the future possibilities on mitigation, since it is going to form the base from where to 

move forward. The Chair identified several areas where progress could be made in the meeting. They 

include ratification of the Kyoto protocol, ensuring implementation, deepening NAMAs and a workplan 

on renewable energy and energy efficiency. The mitigation working group is working on an action of 

musical chairs on the carbon budgets. We are also going to have an intervention in the ADP closing 

session and we are preparing the text. 

Australia  
Australia started to play hardball. They got orders from their ministers, that the convention is not a 

“compensation mechanism”. This creates huge problems in all topics related to finance. 

Brazil 
Brazil submitted a lot of concrete and innovative proposals. On the other side, they have a very high 

probability to delay the whole process, why civil society is splitted about these. One proposal to cancel 

hot air (old Kyoto credit from over achieving their aims in the first period, which mostly were produced 

by the breakdown of the industry in the Soviet Union in the 90s, which is a loophole) but this could blur 

lines between Kyoto protocol and ADP which is risky as it opens doors for problems from Kyoto protocol 

to be transferred to ADP, mainly the above mentioned “hot air”. There were big discussion about it at 

the last climate Summit in Doha about it to mention an example. 

Proposal of G77/China 
The proposal on equity which G77/China endorsed is still on the table in the track for science and 

technology, the SBSTA: The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate change) shall make a report on 



historical responsibility (beginning with the industrial revolution) to account historical emissions. But this 

could be too slow for the ADP as the ambition is to have numbers on the table for 2014. Read this for 

details of the proposal, which is available on the FCCC portal. 

 

Ad hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action 
In the ADP, close informals went on with Workstream 1 (responsible for the  new agreement) focusing 

on tech and finance. As these informals are closed we as civil society, have no access to them and are 

trying to gather information. There are big fights being played out here. Developing countries point to a 

lack of finances to operationalize anything. They state clearly that without the possibility of ratcheting up 

ambition , no 2015 agreement will work. On technology, IPRs (Intellectual Property Rights) are back on 

table. In a group discussing finance under the ADP, the US and Switzerland blocked parties from 

discussing finance pre-2020. As reiterated in COP (the main decision making body of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change) and SBI finance discussions, the G77 can't talk about a 2015 

agreement without commitments and pathway to the 2020 $100b pledge, the Green Climate Fund. The 

GCF was decided among several Climate Summits before and only had the fast start finance for the 

period 2010-2013 implemented. This means an existing finance gap between 2014 and 2020 which 

needs to be filled. For a longer and more comprehensive update of all things ADP, read this. 

Japan 
The japanese proposal from last night to increase their emission by 3.8% from 1990 levels in 2020 is still 

current. They are blaming the need for a transition from nuclear. To hide this somehow, they want to 

give a lot of money to Climate Finance. This sounds good for a first step, but as it is in the most cases, 

these news are not as good as you maybe hope: In the most cases, Climate Finance from Japan goes to 

japanese companies or, what they want currently, monitoring emissions from developing countries to 

blame them in the end. 

Markets 
On markets, the Framework for Various approaches (FVA), New Market Mechanism (NMM), and Non 

Market Approaches (NMA) talks - The G77, with Bolivia leading, are prolonging the conversation. For 

more information about FVA etc. please take a look at the last newsletter). The pilot scheme desired by 

the Polish presidency for FVA is seeming less and less likely with increased developing country pushback. 

The form of the pilot may change into launching an info sharing pilit. There's also been a push to put 

NMM and NMA both under the FVA and talk about them all as one thing, which  Bolivia is keen to have a 

moratorium on market based approaches. The EU does not want to have all three topics discussed as 

one thing, so they oppose this.Furthermore they also want to have the NMM concluded before the 

discussions in the FVA shall really start. We also got a leak: Brazil, which before opposed this, is willing to 

agree with this. In addition the EU will support a decision, which says, that they can not use hot air from 

the Kyoto Protocol until 2020. This opens the question, what will happen with this in the new 

agreement. For further explanations on markets, please see this brief. 

http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/climate/news/warsaw01/TWN_update7.pdf
http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/climate/news/warsaw01/TWN_update6.pdf
http://climate-justice.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/NMM-Warsaw2013v6.pdf


Greens in the European Parliament Debate on Citizen`s Energy: Future of 

Poland 
 The Participatory debate of the GGEP started today to discuss the way forward for Poland, other 

Central European Countries and COP19. A panel kicked off by tackling the expectations of various 

groups from the Polish presidency in COP. Friends of the Earth International Chairperson 

highlighted the need to stop corporate capture of the climate and the social justice aspect of the 

issue. This was then followed by parallel workshops: Renewable job creation in the transition to a 

greener society and; the Health impacts Coal. In the afternoon, we enjoyed a dynamic re-mix role 

play where we in small discussion groups had to agree on the best policy and energy mix for Poland. 

Afterwards, there were again parallel workshops on : Agriculture, Energy and Food from a rural 

perspective and; Best practices of sustainable urban cities. The debate will continue tomorrow and 

will end through a big march for climate and social justice! 
 

Have a nice evening, 

 

Your (already tired but fighting) FYEG Delegation 


